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v1.1.16 Coins - The Official Smeet Coins..16. Alyssa Feller added Smeet Coins v1.1.16 to PLANNED: NOVEMBER.The AIDS epidemic in developing countries has created a need to develop new and effective therapeutic regimens. As part of the AIDS therapeutic vaccine initiative, the immune response to HIV antigens will be evaluated in an effort to elicit a protective immune response. Most

current human immunization trials have focused on active vaccination where immunogens are injected with adjuvants and the immune response is analyzed after several months. To increase the speed with which an effective HIV immunization regimen can be developed, passive immunization will be utilized. The laboratory of Dr. Robin Weiss at the University of Michigan will provide three murine
monoclonal antibodies directed to well characterized HIV proteins (gp41, gp120, gp110) for the initial experiments. Monoclonal antibodies (IgG1) directed to a given HIV antigen will be purified from hybridoma supernatants. These antibodies will be characterized in terms of isotype, affinity, and specificity to the HIV antigen and compared to previously described human monoclonal antibodies.

Once optimal antibody characteristics are established, the kinetics of the response will be studied in the following experimental murine model system. BALB/c mice will be immunized subcutaneously with a single dose of each monoclonal antibody with adjuvant and their immune response analyzed after five days. The time course of the development of the response to each antigen will be followed
using multiple monoclonal antibodies directed to the same antigen. The data obtained from the initial experiments in this model system will be used to develop a second phase of experiments in which a more complex regimen will be used. The most effective immunization regimen will be tested in a New Zealand rabbit model system. Mice will be immunized as described above and the antiserum or

purified monoclonal antibodies will be evaluated for immune activity in vitro and in vivo. Each 82157476af
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